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Calendar Report for Bill Clinton born August 19, 1946 at 8:51 in Hope, Arkansas.
Date :

26-08-2005

to

26-11-2005

26-08-2005
Transiting Venus conjoins your Venus
14:47 ESSENCE OF LOVE: Your capacity for love is at its highest today. A new relationship
cycle begins. What you resolve now affects your future relationships.
Q1. Where do I currently stand in relationships?
A1. This is the beginning of a new cycle for you, and the end of an old. You are fully in tune
with your capacity for love, so renew or review your emotional commitments.
Q2. How should I celebrate the day?
A2. It's your "love" birthday today, and you should enjoy it. Spend money on yourself, indulge
in a good meal, and enjoy all the pleasures of your body!
Q3. How can I get more satisfaction in life?
A3. The secret is to fully enjoy with all your senses: taste, smell, vision, hearing and
especially touch. Dwell in the moment. Take an appreciative look at what you have, before
thinking about what you want.
27-08-2005
Transiting Venus positive your Pluto
05:49 DEPTHS OF LOVE: Rags to riches. It's the buried treasure that has greatest value.
Beneath anxiety lies an inexhaustible supply of love. Bring it to the surface.
Q1. Should I ignore relationship issues, which have been draining me?
A1. No. Today's the day to get to the bottom of any discontent. Root out those unspoken
emotions. It's a cathartic process which brings a renewal of love.
Q2. How can I best express my love today?
A2. Words are not enough. Reach inside and touch the deepest part of your being. Express
your most erotic urges to create a fusion of souls.
Q3. Where is the greatest financial opportunity today?
A3. Economy can be turned around by concentrating on renewable resources. A restoration
process can turn dross into gold.
28-08-2005
Transiting Mercury positive your N. Node
02:24 THE GRAND DESIGN: Meeting people is part of your development. Friends need your
special input, so say what's on your mind. Messages come from across time.
Q1. Should I get out and about or stay at home?
A1. Do whatever promotes your learning best. It is however likely that chance encounters will
bring you some much-needed information.
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Q2. Should I vary my travel plans?
A2. Maybe... you can discover a new route that bypasses old blockages. Entrust your fate to
the ferryman, and you can end up emerging into an exciting new environment.
Q3. How can I best promote my intellectual development?
A3. With respect for your educational roots, and those who have helped you, build a bridge to
new fields of intellectual endeavor, new people, and new subjects that are more in tune with
your future.
29-08-2005
Transiting Saturn positive your Ascendant
05:12 CONSOLIDATION: Developments in your life path and relationships get the stamp of
authority at this time. Commitments made now have long-term chances of success.
Q1. Is this a good time for love?
A1. It's a good time for commitment, if love is there. Your life needs to be structured now,
and a trusting partner would further this goal.
Q2. Do I have a responsibility to myself, or others?
A2. You have to find a balance, but generally speaking if you work on yourself, it will also
benefit others. Commit yourself to a program of excellence.
Q3. How can I have influence?
A3. Don't be afraid to take a prominent role. People need your experience, so overcome any
inhibitions you may have and make a dedicated effort to express yourself.
Transiting Sun positive your MC
07:08 ASSUME LEADERSHIP: You can be the chosen leader, but you have to make your
presence felt. Expect professional success and recognition. Your family supports you.
Q1. How can I best make progress?
A1. You have to look after the material foundations for your life. Organize your human and
economic resources, and use them as a stepping-stone to success.
Q2. Can I trust people in authority?
A2. Influential people are prepared to back you up, so you can expect the best from those
above you.
Q3. Will it be a good day at work?
A3. If you've made an effort promoting your own talents during the year, this is one of the
days when that investment pays off.
30-08-2005
Transiting Mercury negative your Moon
04:15 CONFUSED BY FEELINGS: Feelings overwhelm you... home and family are uppermost in
your mind. If you're smart, you'll know what makes your unconscious tick.
Q1. Should I tell people how I feel?
A1. Only if you can express yourself clearly and concisely - otherwise people will feel you are
maudlin, or just rambling. It's no use saying the first thing that comes into your head.
Q2. How can I handle my worries?
A2. Thoughts come today, and are gone tomorrow. Worrying is just a reflex activity of the
mind - it makes no difference whatsoever. Kick the habit!
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Q3. Is it OK to gossip sometimes?
A3. People do it, but it just muddies the mind. You may be tempted by tongue-wagging today,
but the same tongues may also wag about you later.
Transiting Mercury positive your Uranus
17:05 BEING A GENIUS: Tune in to what is unique in you, and let everyone know. The dividing
line between madness and genius is thin, but go for it. Cross boundaries.
Q1. Should I listen to the reservations of others?
A1. No - go for what you really believe in. You are at your most inventive and original, and
you don't want your ideas watered down by the skepticism of others.
Q2. Should I consider a quick trip?
A2. Follow whatever route your intuition takes you on. This could well mean a lightning visit to
meet inspiring people. It's definitely time for a space hop.
Q3. How can I optimize my talents?
A3. Make sure your technology is tip-top, and that you are fully connected. Seek out the
company of original thinkers, but work on your own ideas.
31-08-2005
Transiting Venus positive your N. Node
20:12 SOCIAL GRACES: There is social advancement when you meet the right people. Seek
out groups whose values accord with your own, even if you disappear at first.
Q1. How important should my love life be?
A1. Having the sense of a special bond - even a soul mate - gives life meaning. Meetings
today can have special meaning for your future.
Q2. Should I get involved with groups?
A2. Yes. Involvement with women in particular can help you in your development right now.
Q3. What is the significance of meetings today?
A3. A woman who bonds with you now could play an important part in your development.
Transiting Mercury positive your Jupiter
23:46 THE BIG PICTURE: Get out and about and see the world, and meet intelligent people.
Get knowledge, and get wisdom. Impress others with your grasp of truth.
Q1. What will the future bring?
A1. Exactly what you want. Your capacity for positive thinking now means that whatever you
actively visualize will come to pass.
Q2. What opportunities arise from meetings today?
A2. Great opportunities if you mobilize your persuasive powers and enthusiasm. You can sell or
buy anything, sign contracts and generally take a positive attitude to people you meet.
Q3. What's the most important thing to learn right now?
A3. Education and communication are crucial to your success, and opportunities now present
themselves. Make the most of everything you see and hear today.
02-09-2005
Transiting Mercury conjoins your Sun
14:34 YOU THINK, THEREFORE YOU ARE: You express yourself powerfully, but subjectively.
It's good to sell yourself, but first you must know yourself.
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Q1. How important is what I hear today?
A1. Messengers drop by and give you crucial information, which helps you learn about and
promote yourself. Keep your ears alert.
Q2. Do I have something important to say?
A2. It's good to get your personal message across, but avoid getting led astray through
useless gossip. Show your dignified side.
Q3. How can I best proceed at work?
A3. It's time to share your ideas. Make trips to meet important people, grab the phone or send
those important emails. It's good to brainstorm.
04-09-2005
Transiting Venus positive your Uranus
03:46 UNUSUAL ASSETS: People on the fringe bring inspiration. Spontaneous moves enhance
romance. It's your unique side that exerts an attractive influence.
Q1. Should I stay in, or go out?
A1. Get out! Meet exciting people from the fringe of society. Have an adventure. Give yourself
a healthy shock. Don't hesitate, just do it!
Q2. How can I keep my relationships healthy?
A2. Give the other space, and give yourself space. Go out by yourself, or with friends. Loving
is not the same as owning. It's all about equality and freedom right now.
Q3. What will others appreciate me most for today?
A3. Show your truly original side. Don't worry for one moment what people may think of you.
Do the things other people dare not and you will be loved for it.
05-09-2005
Transiting Saturn positive your Mars
16:14 RISING TO THE CHALLENGE: Mobilize your will and determination in this period, and
there will be success. Put all your weight behind your efforts. Keep going.
Q1. Will things go my way now?
A1. If you bend them to your will, yes. It's amazing what can be achieved with a modicum of
determination. Build up your body and your mind through discipline.
Q2. Can I expect a great sex life in this period?
A2. You will encounter blockages, but you can learn to break through. Massage is great for
removing inhibitions. Get into your body; this is not a time for the finer sensitivities.
Q3. What is the best attitude to competition?
A3. You have to be in amongst the tough guys and gals. This is not a time to show weakness.
Remember Rambo!
Transiting Venus conjoins your Jupiter
22:25 HAPPINESS: The horn of plenty overflows. Your love reaches out and envelops the
world. You seek higher understanding in love and travel to get it. God is love.
Q1. Should I look a gift horse in the mouth?
A1. Ask and you will receive. What comes your way now is the result of previous good efforts.
Your job is to receive what's given and enjoy it as much as possible.
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Q2. What's the potential for financial advancement today?
A2. Opportunities for riches abound. Profits are made with little effort and much pleasure.
Cultivating generous people brings much better results than hard work today.
Q3. Should I spend, spend, spend?
A3. Spend by all means, but if you spend too much, you'll end up broke. Indulge, by all means,
but if you indulge too much you'll be sick.
08-09-2005
Transiting Mercury positive your MC
00:02 BUSINESS ACUMEN: Your greatest assets are your ideas. To make progress, sell
yourself. You should be willing to travel and make connections, but above all talk.
Q1. Can I handle business challenges on my own?
A1. Maybe, but it's much better to involve others. This is an excellent time to delegate or to
work on a team project. If you can make a deal, it will go well.
Q2. How important is training for my job?
A2. Education is the key to career success, so make sure you avail yourself of opportunities
for self-improvement, such as business courses.
Q3. Can I get around difficulties through persuasive tactics?
A3. That's it - if you put your mind to it you can swing things your way. Sell yourself and sell
your ideas - and don't take No for an answer.
Transiting Venus positive your Sun
07:40 BEING LOVING: You show the best side of your personality today and this can't fail to
bring success. Affairs of the heart are favored. Give and receive gifts.
Q1. Is it OK to think well of myself?
A1. Yes - see your loving qualities today, and know you ARE worth it. Think of all the good
things you have done, direct your attention at your heart, and let it fill up with love.
Q2. What is the best reaction to praise today?
A2. Receive it with grace. Be mutually complimentary. Above all show your appreciation to
others who make the effort to praise you. Be the person others want to see.
Q3. How should I conduct romance?
A3. With great generosity. Take your loved one out to an expensive occasion. Spare no
expense. It's time to live like royalty, if only for a moment.
09-09-2005
Transiting Sun negative your N. Node
22:48 MISSION CROSSCURRENTS: You meet people who trigger speculation about where you
are going. Resist the draw of the past... be guided by your future dreams.
Q1. So, where am I going?
A1. There are things you have done well in the past you are tired of, and things that attract
you in the future that you'd like to involve yourself with. Attune to the future.
Q2. How can I know who to associate with?
A2. Those people connected with parts of your past which no longer inspire are not as
important now as those who you feel have a message for your future.
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Q3. How can I become more in tune with my destiny?
A3. This is a crucial issue and involves the whole of your being. Slough off outworn modes of
being - you know your weaknesses - and embrace what makes your strong, even if there are
many challenges.
10-09-2005
Transiting Saturn positive your Neptune
04:20 REALISING VISIONS: Serious thought is given to spiritual issues at this time. Make time
for practice. Put social ideals into action and work on your inner life.
Q1. Can I expect my professional life to prosper?
A1. It's unlikely to in this period. If it is chaotic, learn to appreciate the opportunities this
brings. More time for personal development, sharing concerns with others, kindness.
Q2. What practical successes are possible?
A2. Selfish goals are not achieved, yet if you find time to help those in a worse position than
yourself, then you will help them out with their problems, and with your own.
Q3. How shall I cope with isolation?
A3. Be grateful. This is a good time to withdraw from hectic social rhythms. Welcome the
opportunity to spend quality time on spiritual self-development.
Transiting Mars conjoins your Moon
21:42 EMOTIONAL DISRUPTION: When you feel vulnerable, you may lash out. Fight for those
things you hold dear, but don't let your feelings run away with you.
Q1. What should I do if I feel threatened?
A1. Act! Your emotional power is at its peak, and sweeps away all opposition. It's OK to get
mad, but don't let feelings undermine your will.
Q2. How should I deal with disruptive family issues?
A2. Unconscious themes are stirred up, awakening latent anger. Rather than being a victim it's
time to assert yourself and your needs. You have a duty to protect those who depend on
you.
Q3. How can I deal constructively with wayward feelings?
A3. Working and building channels today's energies constructively. Be motivated by your
desire to build something secure, and get working on those ramparts.
13-09-2005
Transiting Sun positive your Moon
01:53 EXPRESS YOUR FEELINGS: Good times for home and family. Emotions and instincts come
to the surface and create a feel-good atmosphere.
Q1. How can I improve my sense of security?
A1. Exude confidence, and have faith in your natural abilities. Focus on your needs and assert
your will.
Q2. How can I best benefit my family?
A2. Take the lead and set an example for the others. Others may depend on you, but don't
you try to depend on them.
Q3. How can I be more fully myself?
A3. Express your feelings! Give nurture and support. Show empathy. This is the time to show
the caring side of your nature.
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Transiting Venus negative your Saturn
14:27 REJECTION: Don't ask, and you won't be disappointed. Cultivate self-sufficiency. It's
payback time if you've erred in relationships, whether love or business.
Q1. What demands should I be making in my love life?
A1. Today - none. Be restrained with your own needs. Puritan, even. If others demand what
you cannot deliver, be diplomatic but firm in your refusal.
Q2. How can I protect my business and finances?
A2. Put the brakes on, and make sure your resources are secured. Pay in installments over
time. Don't make further investments right now.
Q3. How can I overcome relationship difficulties?
A3. Being defensive creates barrier for love. Open up, and share your fears and weaknesses,
but without expectation or demand. Know your worth and be strong.
Transiting Mercury negative your N. Node
21:46 MISSING THE POINT: People you meet may lead you off the path. There are those who
stand for progress, and those who represent the way of the past.
Q1. What characterizes contacts with others today?
A1. There are a number of significant meetings, and they can force you to ask questions
about where you are going and what you are thinking. Follow the signposts to the future.
Q2. What is the significance of messages from the past?
A2. In order to proceed, it may be necessary for you to re-familiarize yourself with someone
or something from your past. This can be both of educational and spiritual merit.
Q3. What criteria should I use for mental progress?
A3. Sufi mystics are more fascinated by what they don't know or understand, than what they
do. In your search for knowledge, investigate the unfamiliar rather than the familiar.
Transiting Sun negative your Uranus
22:35 YOUR CRAZY SIDE: There's focus on your cranky side today. You want to demonstrate
that you are different, but this can make you provocative and alienated.
Q1. How long do I have to put up with this boring situation?
A1. Your restlessness and impatience peaks today. Perhaps this will help you define how you
want to express what exactly makes you different, and inaugurate change.
Q2. Shall I throw in the towel?
A2. You're far too impulsive and unreasonable right now. Wait a day or so before you do
anything drastic. Why not start something new and exciting as a distraction?
Q3. Why are other people so impossible?
A3. You're feeling alienated and something of an outsider. Try meeting some really weird
people and you'll feel better!
14-09-2005
Transiting Jupiter positive your Uranus
13:42 VISUALISING THE FUTURE: Stretch your influence to the four corners of the world. Use
technology to enhance consciousness. Explore the boundaries of space.
Q1. Where does the greatest opportunity lie now?
A1. Do something wild and exciting! Make dramatic journeys to distant realms - there's a world
out there waiting to be discovered in this period.
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Q2. Can I expect my understanding of the world to change?
A2. This is one of the periods in your life when insight and understanding suddenly dawns. Get
together with exciting groups who believe in consciousness growth.
Q3. Should I stick to tried and tested methods?
A3. No - now is the time for risk-taking combined with a boundless faith in the future.
Long-distance travel and new technology play an important role.
15-09-2005
Transiting Mercury positive your Moon
12:25 EXPRESS YOUR SENSITIVITY: It's good to get feelings out into the open and have a
cozy chat. You'll want to express your caring side, and your vulnerability.
Q1. Should I retire into my lair or get out and about?
A1. Today is about communication, so get in contact with those with whom you have an
emotional bond, and if this means visiting or receiving a visit, then that's what to do.
Q2. How should I respond to overtures from the family?
A2. Any family differences can be resolved now, and if you say what is genuinely on your
mind, your openness will be reciprocated.
Q3. What areas of business will prosper today?
A3. Your business instincts are peaking now, so trust your gut feelings. It's a good day for
property dealings.
Transiting Mercury negative your Uranus
23:08 FOOT IN MOUTH: There is no virtue in being provocative. You feel alienated, and the
lines of communication are broken. Differentiate between genius and madness.
Q1. Should I mobilize my diplomatic talents?
A1. As hard as you try, you are unlikely to succeed with diplomacy. You may try shock
tactics, but this just brings disruption. Perhaps it's better to go off alone, and experiment with
something different.
Q2. Will travels and communication run smooth today?
A2. It is very unlikely. Disruption happens when you least expect it. Perhaps this is what
happens when you rely too much on technology. Take things as they come without
expectation.
Q3. Why am I misunderstood?
A3. Ask yourself rather whether you have made any effort to attune yourself to the thinking
of others. If you can't enroll others, then your ideas will come to nothing.
16-09-2005
Transiting Venus positive your MC
22:05 PLEASURE AT WORK: Pleasant people pop by and make your day a pleasure. In this
mood you can ask for favors, and they will be granted. Financial advance.
Q1. Is it a day for organizing or socializing?
A1. It's people that count today, not things. It's the time to wine and dine. Court those with
influence, and rewards will be heaped on you.
Q2. Where shall I seek allies at work?
A2. Your colleagues are your best resource, but you can also call on financial favors right
now.
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Q3. Who should I turn to for a favor?
A3. The person who can help you best right now is a professional woman with social influence.
17-09-2005
Transiting Saturn conjoins your Mercury
08:46 MENTAL TRAINING: There are intellectual challenges over many months. Study and
systematize. Work hard to improve your daily communication. Keep it short.
Q1. What's the best approach to work or business right now?
A1. A commitment to a course of study would be a good long-term investment. Avoid quick
deals. Make sure contracts are very thorough. Concentrate on organization and detail.
Q2. Why are there communication difficulties right now?
A2. This is a period when you need to work on your learning, talking and listening. Make a real
effort. Listen carefully. Learn assiduously. Speak sparingly.
Q3. Is it a good time to travel in these months?
A3. Basically no. There are difficulties, misunderstandings and delays. But if you work on
improving the infrastructure, then there can be long-term travel improvement.
18-09-2005
Transiting Venus negative your Mercury
08:16 ROMANTIC DISTRACTIONS: Conflicting values can lead you to say the wrong thing.
Inappropriate affection can put your mind off track. Watch your judgment.
Q1. Shall I indulge my flirtatious side?
A1. You might get away with it, but you are just as likely to put your foot in it. There is an
embarrassing tendency to be indiscrete today.
Q2. What factors influence communication today?
A2. People tend to say things they think you want to hear. Don't trust flatterers - people are
focused on personal gain. Truth is embellished.
Q3. How is my business judgment?
A3. Greed desire and vanity can affect decisions today. You cannot rely on advice from
others - especially women with a personal agenda.
21-09-2005
Transiting Mercury positive your Saturn
23:14 PLANS CLICK INTO PLACE: Express yourself briefly and concisely. Make schedules and
deadlines. Seek the advice of those with more experience than yourself.
Q1. Can I sway others with my oratorical powers?
A1. Not today. People want to see facts and figures. Make a plan, a budget or a list, and
you'll soon have those in authority eating out of your hand.
Q2. How should I react if plans grind to a halt?
A2. Just study them carefully for flaws. Adjust and adapt. This is just a change of course, not
a brick wall. Break large projects down into smaller, and make a plan to handle each of them.
Q3. Should I trust what I hear?
A3. It's a good day for business and other plans, but don't trust blindly. Give yourself plenty
of time to consider proposals, ask advice, then you'll be ready to make a commitment.
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22-09-2005
Transiting Venus negative your Pluto
01:12 PEARLS BEFORE SWINE: How far will you go to avoid loss? Whether it's love or business,
don't go over the line today. Set limits, and if necessary accept loss.
Q1. To what extent should I go to preserve a relationship?
A1. No further. Don't beg or crawl, as this makes matters worse. It's the hidden psychological
issues that bring you to the edge. But don't let your lover be your therapist.
Q2. Should I continue pumping resources into a project?
A2. Do not throw good money after bad. Cut your losses if necessary and put loss-making
ventures firmly behind you.
Q3. How can I deal with jealousy and fear of loss?
A3. Therapists work wonders. Alternatively bring out the demons into the open. Talk about
jealousy with your loved one, and it will wilt and die.
23-09-2005
Transiting Mercury conjoins your Ascendant
20:51 PUT YOUR MESSAGE ACROSS: Think about where you are going, and tell the world. The
winged messenger is at your service. Travel and make connections.
Q1. Should I continue to keep a low profile with my ideas?
A1. After a period of introspection you should now broadcast your thoughts. By creating the
right connections now you can improve your potential for learning and integration.
Q2. Should I stay in or go out?
A2. Get out into the world. Go visit friends and family. Hop on a bus, a bike or zoom off in the
car. At home the telephone and email are tools of choice.
Q3. Are there important meetings today?
A3. People are likely to turn up after a period of absence. You could have a lot of fun; so
allow yourself to get completely distracted!
24-09-2005
Transiting Mercury negative your MC
03:18 DISTRACTIONS AT WORK: Hectic activity and interruptions can distract you from your
goals for the day. You'll have to get organized to get your message across.
Q1. Should I shut out distraction and concentrate on the matter at hand?
A1. You probably won't be able to. Accept the fact that people are going to come in and out,
and deal with one thing at a time.
Q2. How should I react to communication from family members?
A2. Expect distractions on this front today, too. You may not agree with them, but give
siblings and other family members your patient attention.
Q3. Is it a good idea to travel on matters of business?
A3. It's quite likely, and it's good to get out from the office. You need some fresh input.
Transiting Mercury conjoins your Mars
08:38 AGITATION AND ACTION: It's good to be assertive, but you could be heading for
trouble if you steamroller others. Say what's on your mind and fight to be right.
Q1. How can I expect travel to be today?
A1. There can be many short trips, and considerable exasperation or provocation. If you're
wise, you'll keep your cool in the face of aggression. That way you'll easily win the battle of
words.
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Q2. How can I get my voice heard?
A2. Speak your mind! You don't have to be diplomatic, but you should keep your temper. Use
your words like precision tools to get exactly what you want. Don't rush it!
Q3. How should I respond to verbal provocation?
A3. Patience. You'll want to hit back, but count to 10 first. Avoid needless argument, but put
your point of view across forcefully. This is the time to assert yourself and your ideas.
Transiting Mercury conjoins your Neptune
15:28 MYSTIC MIND: Amidst the confusion there is clarity. Open yourself to magic forces,
tune in to the inner melody. The irrational has more power than the rational.
Q1. How should I handle the daily routine?
A1. Stop doing it, and do something else. Drop administrative tasks for today and do
something creative, or take time off. What a day for a daydream.
Q2. Should I believe what I hear today?
A2. Information, visions and ideas should be taken with a pinch of salt. There could be
deception! Check the credentials of the messenger.
Q3. Should I be seeking solutions through logic?
A3. Logic does not answer the truly universal questions. Is a human more intelligent than a
whale? Today something touches a primeval wisdom.
Transiting Jupiter conjoins your Jupiter
16:17 FAITH & HOPE: It's in this period that you reassert your faith in the future. You gain a
new understanding of your direction in life. Good fortune is with you.
Q1. What are my most important qualities at this time?
A1. As a new 12-year phase begins for you today, qualities of optimism, wisdom and faith in
the future are evoked. Meditate on what you want for yourself now, and your wishes will
come true.
Q2. What's significant about today?
A2. The largest planet in the solar system has completed a 12-year orbit of the Sun, and is
back to the position it was when you were born. Think big!
Q3. What significant developments can I expect?
A3. There can be important journeys. It's a new phase of learning and development that takes
over. Let the past be past, and turn your attention to a new future.
25-09-2005
Transiting Mercury positive your Mercury
01:55 THOUGHTS HUM: This is an excellent time for expressing your thoughts and ideas. Make
sure people hear what you have to say, and deliver your message with wit.
Q1. Is this a good time to contact people who have influence?
A1. If you have something you want to ask for, then at least you'll be able to ask for it in
style. Your powers of self-expression are at their best.
Q2. Should I put off writing or do it now?
A2. As you are at a mental peak now, it's best to resist an inclination to laziness, and get
writing or communicating - today!
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Q3. Is it responsible to go traveling now?
A3. There's a time to be responsible, and a time to have fun. This is the time for pleasure and
play... you could learn something.
Transiting Sun positive your Saturn
04:42 WELL TIMED PLANS: Make important agreements today, and they will have a
long-lasting effect. Self-disciple and determination now bring great results later.
Q1. Should I find short-term solutions, or take a long-term view?
A1. Plan ahead. Think in terms of years. First of all prioritize what you need to achieve in your
life, then move forward a step at a time.
Q2. What is the right attitude to setbacks now?
A2. There are no problems... just challenges. Setbacks are valuable because they harden your
resolve and force you to concentrate. This creates the foundations for a solid future.
Q3. Can I expect recognition now?
A3. Be patient. Keep a low profile. Get yourself noticed by those in authority, but don't make
demands. You need to prove yourself.
27-09-2005
Transiting Mercury conjoins your Venus
03:00 EXPRESSING PLEASURES: You can charm your way into anyone's heart today. Send
love letters, speak sweet nothings. Use your mind to improve your material situation.
Q1. How can I best present myself?
A1. Show your soft and loving side, and be receptive to all positive feedback. People will tell
you how much they value you.
Q2. Is this a good day for business?
A2. Excellent. Go for win-win situations, and if necessary use a go-between. It's the personal
touch that counts today, so drop the formalities.
Q3. How can I promote my love life?
A3. Make a connection, and sell your best qualities. Respond to advances with alacrity. Even
if the day does not hold great erotic promise, it is great for friendships and chat.
Transiting Mercury positive your Pluto
13:25 SECRET PATHWAYS: Discover what is hidden within, and make sure it is expressed,
even if taboos are broken. Investigate the dross and discover the gold.
Q1. Should I pursue an investigation?
A1. Be like the hound on the trail of the fox. If you have got the scent, don't give up until you
have unearthed the treasure. The key lies buried, but you will find it.
Q2. Where can I find the greatest insight today?
A2. A short journey may help you uncover secrets, but the greatest secrets are found on the
inner journey. Delve into your own roots - the greatest mystery lies in your own psychology.
Q3. Should I confront other with the truths I find?
A3. It's crucial to avoid subjecting people to interrogation, or exhausting them with conspiracy
theories. Indeed perhaps it is better not to divulge the information you have gathered.
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28-09-2005
Transiting Sun conjoins your Ascendant
14:55 PROJECT YOURSELF: After a period of withdrawal, you come out into the world with
renewed confidence and power. Use your charm and make your presence felt!
Q1. Is it wrong of me to grab the limelight?
A1. No. Use all the charm you've got. When you are truly yourself, everyone benefits.
Q2. Should my partner's needs take priority over my own?
A2. Not at the moment. This is your time, and it's important that you concentrate on your
needs.
Q3. Would this be a good time to review my sense of direction?
A3. Once a year you need to take a look at whether the life path you have chosen accords
with whom you are as a person. Be as authentic as possible now.
29-09-2005
Transiting Sun negative your MC
02:25 AUTHENTICITY CONTRA DUTY: There are demands on your leadership qualities both
professionally and in your domestic life. Don't let it go to your head.
Q1. How should I react to the demands of those in authority today?
A1. You risk censure if you pit yourself against those in power. Assert your leadership without
forcing others to lose face.
Q2. Should I insist on having things my way at home?
A2. It's important for you to imprint your identity onto your domestic and family life. Try to do
this without being arrogant or autocratic.
Q3. Should I strive for more recognition?
A3. The need is certainly there. However, if you appear self-righteous or arrogant, you will
evoke resistance. Assert yourself... humbly.
Transiting Venus negative your Moon
11:27 DOMESTIC CHORES, ROMANTIC DREAMS: It's difficult to be a mother and a movie star.
Romantic needs rarely accord with home duties. Today you make a choice.
Q1. Shall I express my true feelings to those I love?
A1. You may try to, but you end up gushing platitudes. Your efforts to show love reveal
dependency. If you need mothering, call your parents.
Q2. How can I reconcile romantic needs with domestic duties?
A2. Take a break from domestic demands today. Arrange seduction over dinner. Get rid of the
apron, and put on your most irresistible clothes.
Q3. Are there any risks in investing money today?
A3. Unconscious issues color your judgment. There is a negative focus on security. It is
probably not the best time to spend on family or property.
Transiting Sun conjoins your Mars
11:52 GO AND GET IT!: You've got a rocket under you today, and you'll feel energized and
impatient. It's good to be assertive but take care not to steamroller others.
Q1. Should I take the lead, even if it means encountering resistance?
A1. Well, yes, you should. If you don't ask for what you want now, when will you? Grab the
nettle and put your neck on the line. For some it's a jungle out there.
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Q2. Should I fight, or compromise?
A2. Did you ever see a samurai hesitate over that one? Stand firm and with dignity, but keep
your hand on your sword.
Q3. If a leader comes along, should I join him or her?
A3. Either you are called on to lead yourself, in which case you should, or you can join forces
with someone. To be a trusty lieutenant is also effective.
30-09-2005
Transiting Sun conjoins your Neptune
00:02 TUNE IN: A strange haze settles over you today, awakening hidden longings and
dreams. Who are you and what you are doing on this planet? Show compassion.
Q1. Is life empty and meaningless?
A1. The world exists through your perception of it - the way you think, hear, see etc. In that
sense it is not real. But everyone is in the same position, and many are unhappy. If you want
meaning, forget about yourself and tune in to others.
Q2. Should I involve myself with people, or withdraw?
A2. Withdraw for now... you need quiet time alone to tune in to your inner being. It can help
to consult your spiritual advisor. You can care for others who are isolated.
Q3. Should I believe in what is presented to me today?
A3. There are many dreams and illusions around. Concrete promises may vanish into thin air.
Don't count on anything, but do give your dreams free rein.
Transiting Sun positive your Mercury
18:28 CREATIVE COMMUNICATION: You're feeling pretty clever today, and you also want to
be on the move. So meet people, or grab the phone, and get your message across.
Q1. Is what I've got to say important?
A1. It's important to you, and if you want to make an impact, make sure your voice is heard.
Use all your charm, humor and skill to make your influence felt.
Q2. Should I travel first class, or second class?
A2. Sell yourself as high as you can. The best way to do this is to create a good impression.
Take the first class option.
Q3. Should I do things myself, or delegate?
A3. Don't get bogged down in details. Use your connections. There are skilled people just
waiting to be of service.
Transiting Mercury positive your N. Node
19:05 THE GRAND DESIGN: Meeting people is part of your development. Friends need your
special input, so say what's on your mind. Messages come from across time.
Q1. Should I get out and about or stay at home?
A1. Do whatever promotes your learning best. It is however likely that chance encounters will
bring you some much-needed information.
Q2. Should I vary my travel plans?
A2. Maybe... you can discover a new route that bypasses old blockages. Entrust your fate to
the ferryman, and you can end up emerging into an exciting new environment.
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Q3. How can I best promote my intellectual development?
A3. With respect for your educational roots, and those who have helped you, build a bridge to
new fields of intellectual endeavor, new people, and new subjects that are more in tune with
your future.
03-10-2005
Transiting Mercury positive your Uranus
04:17 BEING A GENIUS: Tune in to what is unique in you, and let everyone know. The dividing
line between madness and genius is thin, but go for it. Cross boundaries.
Q1. Should I listen to the reservations of others?
A1. No - go for what you really believe in. You are at your most inventive and original, and
you don't want your ideas watered down by the skepticism of others.
Q2. Should I consider a quick trip?
A2. Follow whatever route your intuition takes you on. This could well mean a lightning visit to
meet inspiring people. It's definitely time for a space hop.
Q3. How can I optimize my talents?
A3. Make sure your technology is tip-top, and that you are fully connected. Seek out the
company of original thinkers, but work on your own ideas.
04-10-2005
Transiting Sun conjoins your Venus
08:07 SHOW YOUR LOVE: Romance and charisma is at its peak, and you become conscious
today of what makes you valuable and talented. How can anyone resist you then?
Q1. Should I assert myself, or show willingness to compromise and mediate?
A1. Today is not about assertion, it's about sensitivity to others. Show your kind-hearted
side.
Q2. Should I make romantic overtures?
A2. Oh Yes! You project the most loving and romantic side of yourself today. But if you are
already attached, you may want to fight off all those admirers!
Q3. Should I focus on financial issues?
A3. Definitely. Your assets reflect your worth as a person. You'll want value for money as a
matter of principle. Your personal charisma can be effectively used to increase your
resources.
Transiting Mercury conjoins your Jupiter
11:23 WISE WORDS: Think positively, and visualize how you would like your future to be. The
need to be right is very human, but for others it's no fun to be wrong.
Q1. How can I best improve my understanding today?
A1. Absorb information, and unfold your antennae. Welcome the message and the messenger.
Knowledge comes through contact and play, rather than hard work.
Q2. Can I make my opinions count?
A2. Today is a great day to get your message across. You are in touch with your deepest
wisdom... the more you spread it the more influence you will have.
Q3. What is the potential for travel?
A3. It's great for a longer journey, or to receive a traveler. Think about expanding your field of
influence through communication.
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Transiting Venus negative your Sun
12:58 AUTHENTICITY CONTRA CHARM: Smiles and flattery can get you a long way, but there
can be a sickly feeling if the charm is turned too high. Tastes conflict.
Q1. Who shall I be on guard against today?
A1. Don't trust obsequious types. Those who flatter you today are thinking of their own gain.
Q2. Should I spend money on myself?
A2. You're tempted, but the demons of vanity are strong. Your judgment is not at its best,
and you are likely to spend too much on the wrong thing.
Q3. How can I make a good impression on others?
A3. Don't try. At all costs avoid ingratiating yourself. Don't bring gifts that are not
appreciated. Modesty and restraint create a favorable impression. Flirting falls flat.
05-10-2005
Transiting Sun positive your Pluto
02:04 DEMONSTRATE PERSONAL POWER: A bright awareness illuminates the darkest reaches
of your soul. You discover unknown resources and create a transformation.
Q1. Should I continue with a situation that I am tired of?
A1. Today's the day to put an end to involvements which have been draining your resources.
Don't be sentimental - just cut.
Q2. How should I handle power battles today?
A2. Win them. Don't back off or compromise. Your willpower has never been stronger, and
where there's a will there's definitely a way.
Q3. Is this a good time to confront personal weaknesses?
A3. Your ability to understand core behavior and root out negative complexes is at its height.
Make a supreme effort for personal change.
06-10-2005
Transiting Mercury positive your Sun
05:32 EXPRESSING YOURSELF: Make sure people get to know the real you. Visit important
people, and promote yourself confidently and humorously. Be seen and heard.
Q1. Can I expect to be popular today?
A1. You can. The words that come out of your mouth miraculously command attention. You
seem to find the right combination of levity and clarity.
Q2. Should I give audience to people?
A2. Yes, people seek you out because they respect you. And maybe they have an idea or two
you can benefit from. You'll work best in a team today - help is at hand from others.
Q3. Should I travel in style?
A3. Today you should treat yourself to first class. Who knows who you might meet?
Sometimes impressions speak louder than words.
07-10-2005
Transiting Jupiter positive your Sun
18:39 FORTUNE SMILES ON YOU: What you want is what you get. Just believe in your unique
capacities and all else will follow. You enjoy a period of advancement.
Q1. What kind of growth can I expect in the coming months?
A1. Your pet projects will thrive. This is an excellent period for gaining a deeper understanding
of the meaning and direction of your life. Go for it!
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Q2. Can I expect travel?
A2. Yes. It's important to expand your worldview by getting new cultural input. Journeys to
neighboring countries put you in contact with influential figures who can help you advance.
Q3. What is the road to success?
A3. First look within and gain understanding of your self. Then project yourself on the world.
Make an impact with a positive view of the future and well-researched opinions.
10-10-2005
Transiting Venus positive your Saturn
01:12 REAL VALUE: It's the lasting commitment that brings steady growth. Invest in solid
resources. Keep expectations realistic. In business or love - slow success.
Q1. How can I make my career prosper?
A1. You will be appreciated for your reliability and consistency. Don't ask for recognition - if
you shoulder responsibility and organize efficiently, you will be rewarded.
Q2. How can I make an impression on my loved one?
A2. Gifts that appreciate in value over the long-term will win you love. Make a commitment
now, and you will find that it will last a long time.
Q3. How can I win appreciation from others?
A3. First of all, be open to praise. Don't be cool or defensive. Modesty has its place, but make
sure you don't hide your true feelings and needs behind it.
Transiting Mercury negative your Saturn
04:45 STUMBLING BLOCKS: You have to learn from your mistakes today. Self-confidence is
low, and there is criticism. It's just a test of patience... take your time.
Q1. Shall I fight to get my ideas across?
A1. No - regroup your forces and wait to fight another day. Today you just encounter a brick
wall. If the odds are insuperable, just drop it. If they are not, then bide your time.
Q2. Should I bring up serious issues for discussion?
A2. With a patient and determined attitude, this is a good day to deal with tough issues.
Don't expect immediate progress, but don't give up either. Work hard at eliminating blockages.
Q3. How should I handle frustration and delay?
A3. If you are traveling, take a good book. Expect everything to take twice as long. Delays
sometimes mean that there is more time to do the things you have been neglecting.
Transiting Sun positive your N. Node
13:30 IN TUNE WITH YOUR FUTURE: Associate with those who can connect you to your
destiny. Fate steps in today and puts you on the right path to achieve inner goals.
Q1. How important are meetings that take place today?
A1. Involvement with groups or significant individuals is crucial ... they can put you on track,
in a direction which has consequences for the future.
Q2. Am I going in the right direction?
A2. If you've been there, and done that, then turn to pastures new. You'll know instinctively
what belongs to the past, and what to the future.
Q3. How can I make my life meaningful?
A3. By having a sense of mission... your personal, unique path in life. People you contact
today can show you the way to go.
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12-10-2005
Transiting Mercury positive your MC
17:51 BUSINESS ACUMEN: Your greatest assets are your ideas. To make progress, sell
yourself. You should be willing to travel and make connections, but above all talk.
Q1. Can I handle business challenges on my own?
A1. Maybe, but it's much better to involve others. This is an excellent time to delegate or to
work on a team project. If you can make a deal, it will go well.
Q2. How important is training for my job?
A2. Education is the key to career success, so make sure you avail yourself of opportunities
for self-improvement, such as business courses.
Q3. Can I get around difficulties through persuasive tactics?
A3. That's it - if you put your mind to it you can swing things your way. Sell yourself and sell
your ideas - and don't take No for an answer.
13-10-2005
Transiting Venus positive your Ascendant
02:25 PLEASURES IN LIFE: Nice people let you know that life has its blessings. This evokes
your loving side. Take time off together with a loved one and enjoy.
Q1. How can I get my love life to blossom?
A1. Express yourself. Social get-togethers make life fun. Dancing and art is one option, travel
another. Do something creative.
Q2. Are appearances important?
A2. Appearances can be crucial. Spend money on your looks and work on your personal style.
Be irresistible.
Q3. Will things go smoothly?
A3. This is a time when people are well disposed towards you. The more friendly and charming
you are, the more others will bless you.
Transiting Mercury negative your Mercury
20:26 THE URGE TO SPEAK: Mental pressures create the need to communicate. Speak, travel
and make contact. How can you express yourself more effectively than usual?
Q1. How can I channel my thoughts constructively?
A1. Busy yourself with something useful, rather than just worrying. Now's the time to pick up
the phone, write that email, or deal with your correspondence.
Q2. Should I say what's on my mind?
A2. You may not express yourself elegantly, but don't leave things unsaid. Avoid the pitfalls of
gossip, criticism and garrulousness.
Q3. What can I expect on my travels today?
A3. There may be some exasperation. Think of this as an opportunity to review your travel
habits, and perhaps make changes so they run more smoothly in the future.
Transiting Venus positive your Mars
21:14 SEDUCTIVE CHARMS: Choose the path of least resistance. Use love to get what you
want. Your capacity to woo the opposite sex peaks now. Boy meets girl, and...
Q1. What should I channel my energy into today?
A1. In personal relationships, aim for seduction. Enjoy your desires. In business seek benefits
from partnership.
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Q2. How forceful should I be?
A2. You'll get much further with gentleness and charm, than you will with aggression. Listen
to those who come with the olive branch. Seek compromise.
Q3. How can I get the most out of a relationship?
A3. Don't forget romance. Do something active, like dancing or working creatively together.
Remember, lovemaking starts many hours before the act of sex.
14-10-2005
Transiting Venus positive your Neptune
08:08 UNIVERSAL LOVE: Dreams of love come true - in the movies. It's selfless compassion
that benefits people most. Express your creativity and dedicate it to others.
Q1. Can I meet true love today?
A1. True love is found in Nature and amongst the divine. People are flawed. By all means allow
yourself to be enchanted, but don't allow yourself to be fooled.
Q2. Can love make me happy?
A2. Where there is love, there is the knowledge that it cannot last forever, which can bring
despondency. The love associated with wisdom and compassion brings happiness.
Q3. What kind of work brings best results today?
A3. Work with creativity and aesthetics, especially if this involves other people. Inspire them
with your dreams and visions of a more ideal world.
Transiting Sun positive your Uranus
11:40 ORIGINAL SELF-EXPRESSION: What unexpected surprises today! Your personal genius
brings dramatic progress and awareness. Connect with exotic people and places.
Q1. What's the best attitude to my habits and routines today?
A1. Break them. Do something different. Don't be lulled into unconsciousness. Surprise others
by showing them what is unique about you.
Q2. Should I express myself at the risk of being provocative?
A2. If people were predictable, life would be very boring. By showing your eccentric side, you
have a liberating influence on others.
Q3. Is it best to conform to preserve stability?
A3. At times, maybe, but definitely not now! Break the mold, and you will rediscover your zest
for life.
15-10-2005
Transiting Venus positive your Mercury
00:46 WORDS OF LOVE: Whispered soft and true. Not only do you put your ideas across
beautifully, you can also expect people to say nice things to you. Good fortune.
Q1. What can I expect on my travels today?
A1. Very pleasant encounters. Today you should travel for love, and travel for profit - both
areas are well starred. Give yourself extra time to enjoy the journey, and treat yourself on the
way, and when you arrive.
Q2. What kind of projects should I get involved with?
A2. Get together with people you like. Anything to do with literature, creativity and ideas is
favorable. It is easy to reach mutually beneficial agreements now.
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Q3. How can I best communicate with those closest to me?
A3. Being complimentary makes your day happy and smooth. Put your reservations aside and
express your latent love in words and deeds.
16-10-2005
Transiting Sun conjoins your Jupiter
13:57 EXPAND YOUR HORIZONS: A positive frame of mind brings you luck, success and
advancement. Resist the urge to pontificate and win arguments. Be tolerant.
Q1. Should I push my luck today, and go for what I really want?
A1. Oh yes! If you don't ask, you don't get. This could be your lucky day.
Q2. What's really important in life?
A2. Believing in something is really important. Your vision carries you forward and creates the
future. You can get what you want, if you believe in yourself.
Q3. Should I be thinking about the past, or the future?
A3. Think about the past another time. There may be lessons to learn, but not today. Ask
yourself what you want the future to bring... if you visualize it as clearly as possible, it will
happen.
Transiting Mercury negative your Pluto
18:28 INTERROGATION: What you don't know disturbs you. You anxiously uncover secrets. It
seems that harmful information is buried somewhere. Avoid obsessing.
Q1. Is someone keeping something secret from me?
A1. There are always secrets, but today your paranoia is awakened. If you dig up the whole
of your garden, then what will happen to the flowers? You have your secrets, let others have
theirs.
Q2. Why are my thoughts going round in circles?
A2. You are accessing archetypal energy from within. Unless you harness it positively to
uncover psychological issues, it will attach itself to, and channel itself through, your
negativity.
Q3. Should I ignore difficult communication issues?
A3. No - today is the time to put an end to gnawing problems that have been plaguing you for
some time. Diplomacy serves no purpose - cut through to the core and remove problems by
the root.
18-10-2005
Transiting Venus positive your Venus
06:25 SHOWING YOUR ASSETS: Being kind and diplomatic is the best way to smooth the path
ahead. Tune in to your loving nature. Capitalize on what makes you loveable.
Q1. Can I trust my judgment in relationships?
A1. Any relationship which is well functioning, receives a boost now. You can make it even
better by overtly showing your love. Buy your loved one flowers.
Q2. What's good about me?
A2. Today is about appreciating yourself. Your taste and judgment are unique. Love yourself
for who you are, and other people cannot fail to love you too.
Q3. Can I cash in my assets?
A3. Your material worth is peaking, so you could safely take profits now. At the same time
this is a lucky period for further investment. You can trust your judgment today.
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Transiting Venus positive your Pluto
22:50 DEPTHS OF LOVE: Rags to riches. It's the buried treasure that has greatest value.
Beneath anxiety lies an inexhaustible supply of love. Bring it to the surface.
Q1. Should I ignore relationship issues, which have been draining me?
A1. No. Today's the day to get to the bottom of any discontent. Root out those unspoken
emotions. It's a cathartic process which brings a renewal of love.
Q2. How can I best express my love today?
A2. Words are not enough. Reach inside and touch the deepest part of your being. Express
your most erotic urges to create a fusion of souls.
Q3. Where is the greatest financial opportunity today?
A3. Economy can be turned around by concentrating on renewable resources. A restoration
process can turn dross into gold.
19-10-2005
Transiting Sun positive your Sun
09:11 BE YOURSELF, HAVE FUN: Surplus resources and positive energy help you project your
best human qualities. Attract attention with humor and playfulness.
Q1. Will personal advances I make be reciprocated?
A1. Yes! This is your lucky day, and you'll find that you just can't help impressing others. It's
not the time to take things too seriously, the playful approach works best.
Q2. Have I got anything of importance to say?
A2. Everyone has star quality, but sometimes it's a question of timing, whether this shines
through or not. Today you are in tune with your inner wisdom, so get your message out.
Q3. Is it worth taking risks today?
A3. It is. It's time to enjoy life, whether through partying, travel or romance. The force of
your personality will bring success.
22-10-2005
Transiting Mars conjoins your Moon
14:38 EMOTIONAL DISRUPTION: When you feel vulnerable, you may lash out. Fight for those
things you hold dear, but don't let your feelings run away with you.
Q1. What should I do if I feel threatened?
A1. Act! Your emotional power is at its peak, and sweeps away all opposition. It's OK to get
mad, but don't let feelings undermine your will.
Q2. How should I deal with disruptive family issues?
A2. Unconscious themes are stirred up, awakening latent anger. Rather than being a victim it's
time to assert yourself and your needs. You have a duty to protect those who depend on
you.
Q3. How can I deal constructively with wayward feelings?
A3. Working and building channels today's energies constructively. Be motivated by your
desire to build something secure, and get working on those ramparts.
Transiting Mercury negative your Moon
19:48 CONFUSED BY FEELINGS: Feelings overwhelm you... home and family are uppermost in
your mind. If you're smart, you'll know what makes your unconscious tick.
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Q1. Should I tell people how I feel?
A1. Only if you can express yourself clearly and concisely - otherwise people will feel you are
maudlin, or just rambling. It's no use saying the first thing that comes into your head.
Q2. How can I handle my worries?
A2. Thoughts come today, and are gone tomorrow. Worrying is just a reflex activity of the
mind - it makes no difference whatsoever. Kick the habit!
Q3. Is it OK to gossip sometimes?
A3. People do it, but it just muddies the mind. You may be tempted by tongue-wagging today,
but the same tongues may also wag about you later.
24-10-2005
Transiting Venus negative your N. Node
00:24 BONDS TO THE PAST: Meetings today remind you of long lost people. It's good to
revisit the past, but don't dwell in it. Let go of old issues with loved ones.
Q1. What's the significance of people I meet today?
A1. Individuals and groups you get involved with today have a special role to play in your
destiny. There may be a sense of familiarity. Spiritually it's like a safe harbor.
Q2. What factors should influence choices in relationships?
A2. Know what's part of the past, and what's part of your future. If you feel that the past is
stale, associate with those who hold the allure of the future.
Q3. Do I know this person from somewhere?
A3. Destiny and karma play an important role in relationships today, so the answer is yes. You
meet an important bond from the past, and there are unresolved issues.
25-10-2005
Transiting Sun negative your Saturn
13:08 OVERCOMING SELF-DOUBT: You are put on the defensive. Don't be hasty. Withdraw
and regroup. Expect resistance, expect delay. Resist pessimism.
Q1. Am I up to the job?
A1. You are. Just because someone criticizes you, it does not mean you are ineffective. This
is simply a chance for self-improvement. Think positive, and don't undermine yourself.
Q2. How should I handle authority today?
A2. Don't take things personally. People are just doing their job as best they can. They may
be just as unsure as you are. Be helpful, shoulder responsibility.
Q3. Can I expect to be lucky?
A3. Today you have to make your own luck, and that means making plans for the future and
thinking positively. Setbacks are ways to self-improvement.
27-10-2005
Transiting Mercury negative your Sun
04:23 ALL MOUTH: The urge to express exactly what you think is strong. The trick is to do
this in a way which does not make you seem insensitive or arrogant.
Q1. How should I deal with people who are cheeky or disrespectful?
A1. In the old days the King appointed a Fool to remind him he was just human. Don't take
yourself so seriously!
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Q2. Should I say what I think today?
A2. Yes, it's a good idea to say what's on your mind. However, you should expect discussion
and dissension. Maintain a dignified attitude, and listen to others.
Q3. How open should I be in my communication?
A3. There is a tendency to duplicity today. Words are not enough, you have to demonstrate
integrity and firmness of character.
Transiting Venus negative your Uranus
17:14 ROMANTIC RISKS: You're tempted to cross boundaries today. Risks in love bring
excitement but no security. An experiment may be called for to reduce distance.
Q1. Should I make a sudden move in a relationship?
A1. It's not wise. The urge for independence is strong, but there can be regrets. Take a day
off from the demands of love, and meet some interesting and exciting people.
Q2. How are new people who come into my life today?
A2. Those you meet today are on the fringe. There is an aura of unreliability. This may not be
safe. Amazonian women declare their rights, but protest too much.
Q3. How should I handle restlessness?
A3. Do something different today, and meet new people. Unusual social environments will
stimulate you, but also remind you of the value of what you already have.
29-10-2005
Transiting Sun positive your MC
09:16 ASSUME LEADERSHIP: You can be the chosen leader, but you have to make your
presence felt. Expect professional success and recognition. Your family supports you.
Q1. How can I best make progress?
A1. You have to look after the material foundations for your life. Organize your human and
economic resources, and use them as a stepping-stone to success.
Q2. Can I trust people in authority?
A2. Influential people are prepared to back you up, so you can expect the best from those
above you.
Q3. Will it be a good day at work?
A3. If you've made an effort promoting your own talents during the year, this is one of the
days when that investment pays off.
Transiting Venus positive your Jupiter
17:21 BOUNTIFUL REWARDS: You get lucky. Nature's bounty is showered upon you. Love,
money - it's all yours. With love comes insight, wisdom, travel and happiness.
Q1. What can I do to deepen my relationships?
A1. Cut out the superficial and seek meaning and understanding. Enjoy cultural events, and
expand your world-view. Banish trivial worries and celebrate precious human life.
Q2. What is the best way to attain prosperity?
A2. Don't dwell on past failures. Create a vision of the good things the future will bring, and
believe in it. Be generous and giving, and your returns will be 10-fold.
Q3. Can I trust in the good things that happen today?
A3. Don't look a gift horse in the mouth. Take what is offered... you are worth it. Be generous
with yourself now, and be generous with others.
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31-10-2005
Transiting Sun negative your Mercury
00:38 BE AUTHENTIC: Self-important people expect you to drop tasks you are involved with
to cater for their needs today. Still, you are abuzz with creative ideas.
Q1. Shall I help those above me in the scheme of things, or not?
A1. Let yourself be inspired by distractions, and try not to snipe at those who appear to be
too self-important. A bit of humor helps smooth the way.
Q2. Shall I insist on my point of view today?
A2. You won't get very far if you do. Use your communication skills to make other people think
that your ideas are theirs... then you may get what you want.
Q3. How can I get more of "me" in what I do?
A3. The need for independence and creativity is strong. If only you could curb disrespectful
thoughts, you could learn from the example of others.
01-11-2005
Transiting Mercury positive your Saturn
08:02 PLANS CLICK INTO PLACE: Express yourself briefly and concisely. Make schedules and
deadlines. Seek the advice of those with more experience than yourself.
Q1. Can I sway others with my oratorical powers?
A1. Not today. People want to see facts and figures. Make a plan, a budget or a list, and
you'll soon have those in authority eating out of your hand.
Q2. How should I react if plans grind to a halt?
A2. Just study them carefully for flaws. Adjust and adapt. This is just a change of course, not
a brick wall. Break large projects down into smaller, and make a plan to handle each of them.
Q3. Should I trust what I hear?
A3. It's a good day for business and other plans, but don't trust blindly. Give yourself plenty
of time to consider proposals, ask advice, then you'll be ready to make a commitment.
Transiting Venus positive your Sun
10:35 BEING LOVING: You show the best side of your personality today and this can't fail to
bring success. Affairs of the heart are favored. Give and receive gifts.
Q1. Is it OK to think well of myself?
A1. Yes - see your loving qualities today, and know you ARE worth it. Think of all the good
things you have done, direct your attention at your heart, and let it fill up with love.
Q2. What is the best reaction to praise today?
A2. Receive it with grace. Be mutually complimentary. Above all show your appreciation to
others who make the effort to praise you. Be the person others want to see.
Q3. How should I conduct romance?
A3. With great generosity. Take your loved one out to an expensive occasion. Spare no
expense. It's time to live like royalty, if only for a moment.
04-11-2005
Transiting Sun negative your Pluto
06:29 POWER AND SURVIVAL: Irrevocable decisions are made today... it could be a question
of survival. You are drawn to the forbidden as a moth is drawn to the flame.
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Q1. Should I continue with a situation that has been draining me?
A1. No, you should not. Even if it means pain and trauma, this is the time to make a conscious
decision to eradicate those areas of your life that have outlived their usefulness.
Q2. Can I cope with the pressure on me right now?
A2. You can. But decisions are necessary. Your survival abilities are called for, and that
means being ruthless and unsentimental. After the darkness comes the light.
Q3. Shall I reveal the inner turmoil to others?
A3. This is a good period for therapeutic contact, but you could disturb those close to you if
you reveal all. A therapist can handle it, a loved one maybe can't.
Transiting Mercury positive your Ascendant
13:56 EXPRESS YOUR IDEAS: You smooth relationships through well-chosen words. Ensure
you make contact, even if it means travel. Communication is the key.
Q1. How can I make the best impression today?
A1. It's crucial to express yourself in one way or another. Get on the right wavelength with
others and let them know what you are thinking. A stimulating conversation can make your
day.
Q2. Should I allow myself to be distracted by others?
A2. Yes, what a good idea! It's the distractions that make life fun, so drop what you are doing
and take a trip with friends just for the hell of it.
Q3. Should I make time to discuss things with loved ones?
A3. There's never been a better time. Say whatever has been on your mind that you've been
holding back. Listen carefully to the response. Play ping pong and have fun.
05-11-2005
Transiting Jupiter negative your Saturn
00:49 LIMITS TO GROWTH: Without faith and hope, there is no growth. But listen to the voice
of experience in this period. Explore the limitations imposed by society.
Q1. Am I right in playing safe in this period?
A1. There are those who would advise you to go for expansion. Take a careful look at your
fears to see if they are justified. You may have to loosen up the structure a bit.
Q2. Can I expect judgments to go my way?
A2. Whether justified or not, the forces of justice in society are not well disposed to you right
now. Just sticking to the rules does not make you right.
Q3. Can I expect a change in position in this period?
A3. Most probably. Your official status can change, and new rules apply. This can mean a
period of adjustment of your role in society.
Transiting Mercury positive your Mars
12:06 ENTHUSIASTIC TALK: Make sure you express your ideas, even if it means shouting. Get
out and about, be spontaneous, and mobilize your persuasive powers.
Q1. Should I fight to be heard?
A1. Yes... today you can attract an interested audience, and have the power to get them
enthusiastic. Whatever your heart beats for, get the message out.
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Q2. How should I handle power play today?
A2. It's all about communication. Make both the message, and its delivery, forceful.
Q3. How should I respond to initiatives?
A3. Network with others and get into action mode. It's the combination of decisive action,
interaction and a clear mind that brings success today.
06-11-2005
Transiting Mercury positive your Neptune
01:25 EXPRESS THE INEXPRESSIBLE: Spiritual knowledge brings compassion. In sadness there
is poetry. Feed your spirit through music, nature and sublime contact.
Q1. Is it OK to embroider the truth?
A1. What is truth? If you can capture the imagination of others, and make their lives magic for
a moment, then there is some justification in creating a special version of reality.
Q2. Shall I follow up on a genius idea?
A2. Hold on. You can be convinced about almost anything today. If you hear a great idea,
give yourself a few days to consider whether it is practical or not.
Q3. Where does wisdom lie?
A3. "The truth that can be spoken is not the truth". Beyond rational thought you can sense a
greater truth. Who needs words when swimming with whales and dolphins?
Transiting Mercury positive your Mercury
23:05 THOUGHTS HUM: This is an excellent time for expressing your thoughts and ideas. Make
sure people hear what you have to say, and deliver your message with wit.
Q1. Is this a good time to contact people who have influence?
A1. If you have something you want to ask for, then at least you'll be able to ask for it in
style. Your powers of self-expression are at their best.
Q2. Should I put off writing or do it now?
A2. As you are at a mental peak now, it's best to resist an inclination to laziness, and get
writing or communicating - today!
Q3. Is it responsible to go traveling now?
A3. There's a time to be responsible, and a time to have fun. This is the time for pleasure and
play... you could learn something.
08-11-2005
Transiting Saturn positive your Venus
02:25 BANK YOUR ASSETS: Judicious investment in business and love bring long-term benefits
in this period. It's not dramatic, but over time it grows. Stick with it.
Q1. Is this love?
A1. There are favorable long-term influences for partnership over these months, but keep your
feet on the ground. There is a feeling of autumn - maturity and stability.
Q2. Can I expect business growth?
A2. Yes, if the foundations are strong. If they are not, then economy and careful investment
is called for. It's better to play it safe than to take a risk.
Q3. What should I be looking for in relationships?
A3. You can rely on someone who seems maturer than you. Look for good traditional values,
like commitment and a solid background. Socially too, seek established people.
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11-11-2005
Transiting Venus negative your Ascendant
02:00 ROMANCE WITHOUT BALANCE: You may have a roving eye today. It's not always that
love leads to relationship, and what's the harm in that... enjoy people.
Q1. Can I expect benefits from partnership right now?
A1. A loved one adopts a higher profile in your life, bringing love and care. Take time off to
appreciate those who introduce you to the good things in life.
Q2. How can I best sell myself?
A2. Charm and friendliness smoothes the way, but only when it is authentic. On balance
though, it's better to be soft today, than to be tough.
Q3. How can I cope with social demands?
A3. Make compromises. Take time off to look after your social agenda, family demands or
career connections, even if you would prefer to pursue your own agenda.
Transiting Venus negative your MC
14:00 CHARMS FAIL TO IMPRESS: Those who know you professionally want results not
assurances. You are distracted by flattery and pleasures, but they lead nowhere.
Q1. How should I deal with professional distractions?
A1. If they are of the romantic kind, you may wish to give in - there are other things in life
besides ambition. There's always time for work, but love has the trump cards.
Q2. Should I follow my own agenda, or my boss's?
A2. Your own agenda has more importance today, especially if it's concerned with personal
relationships. Be diplomatic, but do your own thing.
Q3. Should I give family or career highest priority?
A3. Put your ambitions on the back burner today, and enjoy the good things that take place
at home. Go home early and prepare something nice for your loved ones.
Transiting Venus negative your Mars
23:48 EROTIC SPARKS: Woman meets man, but there is more tension that sweet music.
Whilst sexual energy is high, the danger of relationship upset is also present.
Q1. Should I resist temptation?
A1. Act in haste, repent at leisure. There could be troubles ahead if you succumb to
seduction... but on the other hand, you've got to enjoy life. It's your choice.
Q2. What is more important, love or sex?
A2. Today it's about sex, but the opportunity to integrate the finer feelings is there, and
should be taken.
Q3. Should I insist on getting my way, or should I compromise?
A3. The challenge today is to curb your selfish impulsiveness and learn the fine arts of
negotiation. Show a little grace.
12-11-2005
Transiting Venus negative your Neptune
12:33 DREAMS AND DISAPPOINTMENT: When the bubble bursts, the longing remains. Love is
unrequited when it is unrealistic. Only spiritual bonds stand the test of time.
Q1. Should I put reservations aside and give myself heart and soul?
A1. You'd be making a mistake if you did. There are people out there who know how to pluck
your heartstrings. Don't fall for a sob story that could end up being yours.
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Q2. How can I find happiness in love?
A2. Life and love is transitory but we are all in the same boat. Indulging feelings of sadness
about this can be habit-forming. Compassionate acts neutralize sadness.
Q3. What's the best attitude to financial proposals today?
A3. Wait before you decide. There could be a fraudulent or unrealistic element to proposals.
All is not as it seems - investigate.
Transiting Sun negative your Moon
16:23 BE AWARE OF YOUR EMOTIONS: Unconscious and instinctual behavior surfaces today,
and it's not something to be proud of. Guard against childishness.
Q1. Should I be guided by my feelings?
A1. Make sure you rule your feelings - don't let them rule you. You know what's mature and
what's immature. Choose the former.
Q2. Should I put my family first?
A2. If you put your family first, you'd still be with Mom and Dad.
Q3. How should I balance my needs with the needs of those dependent on me?
A3. Those close to you feel uncomfortable when you change, but they choose you because of
who you are. Be true to yourself, and you'll never disappoint them.
16-11-2005
Transiting Pluto positive your Jupiter
09:25 RENEWING BELIEFS: It's time to overhaul your beliefs, and redefine them in the light of
the future. Eliminate outworn conviction and find guiding power within.
Q1. Where is the guiding light?
A1. Old spiritual guides are replaced by new. And they are powerful. It can be hard to see
dearly held convictions exposed, but truth is relative. As you change, truth must transform.
Q2. How shall I handle the forces of justice?
A2. In these months, you may confront powerful forces in society. If you are not satisfied
with your current advisors, like lawyers or accounts, consider replacing them. Fight for what is
right.
Q3. My hopes and dreams seem to be changing...
A3. What inspired you in the past may no longer do so. New circumstances in your life require
a new set of visions. Abandon old dreams without sentimentality, and powerfully visualize new
ones.
Transiting Mars negative your Pluto
23:41 BATTLES OF POWER: Under the surface there is cruelty. Deep anxieties are awakened
provoking irrational behavior and overreaction. You'll need a will of steel.
Q1. How shall I deal with deep urges coming to the surface?
A1. Underlying anxiety awakens survival needs. Use therapeutic methods to take a look at the
root cause. Transform actions to optimize the positive. Avoid obsessing.
Q2. How shall I deal with power battles?
A2. Don't allow humiliation in any form. Be aware that unconscious issues make you overreact.
If you feel powerless, mobilize your will to cut through to the core.
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Q3. Should I continue in a humiliating situation?
A3. No. Now you can ruthlessly eliminate those who misuse power. Sexually there is hypnotic
attraction, just as the moth likes the flame.
17-11-2005
Transiting Venus negative your Venus
04:34 LOVE AND MONEY ISSUES: Finance or romance - that's where the focus is. Try to avoid
the old mistakes, but make sure you capitalize on your successes.
Q1. How can I improve my sense of self-worth?
A1. Outer worth is reflected by the money you earn, the things you own and the people you
associate with. But self-worth comes from an inner feeling of satisfaction. That's the place to
start.
Q2. What should I guard against today?
A2. Don't oversell yourself, or turn on the charm too high. You can pay too much for the
privilege of feeling good.
Q3. How should I handle relationship issues today?
A3. There is focus on your love life - its weaknesses and its strengths. The dangers lie in
materialism, vanity and demands. The cure is to shower affection on your loved one.
18-11-2005
Transiting Sun negative your Sun
08:09 FOCUS ON YOU: You can show your best side or your worst side today. If you do want
to make an impression or attract attention, don't expose your weaknesses!
Q1. Am I the greatest?
A1. If you have a tendency to overconfidence, you'll blow it today. But if you underrate
yourself, you'll give yourself an even harder time. Be aware.
Q2. How should I deal with long-term personal issues?
A2. Strong light is cast on you. Your shadows are very visible. This can enable a number of
important insights.
Q3. What can I expect from personal projects I have initiated?
A3. They are highlighted. Invest all the power of your personality to get them through any
challenges you may encounter now.
20-11-2005
Transiting Mercury positive your Mercury
15:26 THOUGHTS HUM: This is an excellent time for expressing your thoughts and ideas. Make
sure people hear what you have to say, and deliver your message with wit.
Q1. Is this a good time to contact people who have influence?
A1. If you have something you want to ask for, then at least you'll be able to ask for it in
style. Your powers of self-expression are at their best.
Q2. Should I put off writing or do it now?
A2. As you are at a mental peak now, it's best to resist an inclination to laziness, and get
writing or communicating - today!
Q3. Is it responsible to go traveling now?
A3. There's a time to be responsible, and a time to have fun. This is the time for pleasure and
play... you could learn something.
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21-11-2005
Transiting Mercury positive your Neptune
08:03 EXPRESS THE INEXPRESSIBLE: Spiritual knowledge brings compassion. In sadness there
is poetry. Feed your spirit through music, nature and sublime contact.
Q1. Is it OK to embroider the truth?
A1. What is truth? If you can capture the imagination of others, and make their lives magic for
a moment, then there is some justification in creating a special version of reality.
Q2. Shall I follow up on a genius idea?
A2. Hold on. You can be convinced about almost anything today. If you hear a great idea,
give yourself a few days to consider whether it is practical or not.
Q3. Where does wisdom lie?
A3. "The truth that can be spoken is not the truth". Beyond rational thought you can sense a
greater truth. Who needs words when swimming with whales and dolphins?
Transiting Mercury positive your Mars
18:19 ENTHUSIASTIC TALK: Make sure you express your ideas, even if it means shouting. Get
out and about, be spontaneous, and mobilize your persuasive powers.
Q1. Should I fight to be heard?
A1. Yes... today you can attract an interested audience, and have the power to get them
enthusiastic. Whatever your heart beats for, get the message out.
Q2. How should I handle power play today?
A2. It's all about communication. Make both the message, and its delivery, forceful.
Q3. How should I respond to initiatives?
A3. Network with others and get into action mode. It's the combination of decisive action,
interaction and a clear mind that brings success today.
22-11-2005
Transiting Mercury positive your Ascendant
11:02 EXPRESS YOUR IDEAS: You smooth relationships through well-chosen words. Ensure
you make contact, even if it means travel. Communication is the key.
Q1. How can I make the best impression today?
A1. It's crucial to express yourself in one way or another. Get on the right wavelength with
others and let them know what you are thinking. A stimulating conversation can make your
day.
Q2. Should I allow myself to be distracted by others?
A2. Yes, what a good idea! It's the distractions that make life fun, so drop what you are doing
and take a trip with friends just for the hell of it.
Q3. Should I make time to discuss things with loved ones?
A3. There's never been a better time. Say whatever has been on your mind that you've been
holding back. Listen carefully to the response. Play ping pong and have fun.
23-11-2005
Transiting Jupiter positive your MC
01:24 CAREER ADVANCEMENT: In this period your power and influence is boosted. It's not
what you know, but who you know. There are opportunities for fame and fortune.
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Q1. Should I ask for a raise?
A1. It would do no harm! Those in power are very well disposed to you in this period. At the
very least you should assume a larger role in the running of affairs.
Q2. What developments can I expect in my family life?
A2. There is increase and plenty. You can move to a larger place, or spend money on your
home and garden. Good fortune at work creates pleasure at home.
Q3. How can I best improve my position at work?
A3. Woo those with influence. There are rich and wise people who are willing to support a
good cause. That good cause is you!
24-11-2005
Transiting Sun positive your Saturn
09:57 WELL TIMED PLANS: Make important agreements today, and they will have a
long-lasting effect. Self-disciple and determination now bring great results later.
Q1. Should I find short-term solutions, or take a long-term view?
A1. Plan ahead. Think in terms of years. First of all prioritize what you need to achieve in your
life, then move forward a step at a time.
Q2. What is the right attitude to setbacks now?
A2. There are no problems... just challenges. Setbacks are valuable because they harden your
resolve and force you to concentrate. This creates the foundations for a solid future.
Q3. Can I expect recognition now?
A3. Be patient. Keep a low profile. Get yourself noticed by those in authority, but don't make
demands. You need to prove yourself.
Transiting Mercury positive your Saturn
23:26 PLANS CLICK INTO PLACE: Express yourself briefly and concisely. Make schedules and
deadlines. Seek the advice of those with more experience than yourself.
Q1. Can I sway others with my oratorical powers?
A1. Not today. People want to see facts and figures. Make a plan, a budget or a list, and
you'll soon have those in authority eating out of your hand.
Q2. How should I react if plans grind to a halt?
A2. Just study them carefully for flaws. Adjust and adapt. This is just a change of course, not
a brick wall. Break large projects down into smaller, and make a plan to handle each of them.
Q3. Should I trust what I hear?
A3. It's a good day for business and other plans, but don't trust blindly. Give yourself plenty
of time to consider proposals, ask advice, then you'll be ready to make a commitment.
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